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we begin to take our boats out, at the end we arrive at the stage where we dash in the dark. that means that we will see some different lights of the ship on the water. This might even come before what we wanted, if we were wrong and we're late. There's a lot of lights out there trying to make sense. It is important that we can identify some of the
signals we are showing so that we can avoid any danger. this could include large shipments, boats with fishing gear or even military ships. Below is a complete guide to the lights of the vase along with another of our practical downloads. there is a lot of information on our channel youtube too, which you can find here: our channel youtube do not
forget to sign up? first of all take a look at this video guide to the definitions of the lights of the vase and their visible corners. vessel lights – definitions power driven vessels the normal propulsion ships have four lights to distinguish them from other boats. as for all other boats have a red light of the port on the left side of the arch. facing the fact that
they have a green light right on the right side of the arch. in the image below we can see that the ship is facing us. this because we can see both the port and the otseuQ otseuQ .iranihccam ad atnips eneiv evan al ehc acidni ²ÃiC .atatset alled acnaib ,elatnorf ecul anu onnah enoisluporp a itneipicer i ,icul eud etseuq a ertlO .opmet ossets olla draobrats
olled Sometimes a light of "activation" is defined for this. A second information we can derive from masthead light is the size. A ship with only one masthead light is less than 50 meters long. A second masthead light is mandatory for vessels of more than 50 meters long. Just like the image below. The reason we claim that two lights of the head of the
tree "probably" mean over 50 meters is because even the smaller ships are allowed two masthead lights. However, this is usually not practical because the rules state that the second masthead light must be 4.5 meters higher than the first. Most smaller ships do not have the structure to accommodate this. Finally, a power-driven ship has only one
white stern light. When this light is visible to us, we cannot see any of the steam lights. So we know we're getting closer to the ship's stern. This is as important as in the sense of the IRCC (or Colregs) this makes us the ship of overtaking and therefore the ship "GIVE". Less than 12 meters long is allowed to combine masthead light and stern light.
These therefore become a single round white light. Seconally, a ship driven by less than 7 meters long and capable of a maximum speed that is less than 7 knots, is authorized to show a single round white light instead of all Else. Educational ships or hovercraft These ships are driven by the power supply and therefore show the same lights of the ships
driven by power. Moreover, they can be distinguished, they also show the bright yellow light all round. This is mounted where you can see at best. The ships to be displaced the lights for the sailing ships are very similar to those of the ships driven by power plus a couple of extra options. When navigation, the ship must show side lights in red andand a
white light of stern. It Itdoes not show a light at the head of masthead forward, as this means that it was pushed by machinery. A test must be mounted even if it must be displayed when the engine is on. This is an important distinction because sailing ships and propulsion ships avoid collisions in different ways. We can also say something about the
size of the ship from the two side lights. The smaller sailboats, less than 20 meters long, can combine the two lights at the top of the tree. Once a sailboat is over 20 meters long, the two lights must be separated. These must be placed on the arch. In addition, sailing ships have the possibility to show two all round lights at the top of the mast. These
are a red light on a green light. However, these cannot be shown at the same time as a combined light above. Finally, very similar to the propulsion ships, a sailing ship of less than 7 meters is able to display a single white light instead of the other lights. so these are the basics for motor ships and sailing ships. Then comes a series of vase lights that
indicate special conditions. These help us identify the ships “Give Way” and “Stand On” which are described in Article 18 of the RRPCS. Rule 18 is the responsibilities between ships and you can get a reminder of this rule using the following video. Rule 18 – Responsibility Between the ships All the following ships are identified by different day forms
during daytime hours. If you need a recap on these check out this article: DiurneVESSELS NOT COMMAND The vessels not under command are identified showing two red lights all round, one above the other". Red above the red. The captain is dead.’ They come to the top of the list ‘Stand On’ because they cannot actually act to avoid a collision. This
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ENGAGED IN FISHINGThe next vessels in the list are those engaged in fishing. These guys are hampered by their fishing gear and represent quite a hazard to recreational boat users. There are different types of fishing activity and they are distinctive by use of their lights.Fishing vessels also turn off their side lights and stern light when they
aren¢ÃÂÂt making way.Vessels engaged in standard fishing will display a red light over a white light to indicate what they are doing.¢ÃÂÂRed over white frying tonight¢ÃÂÂ. ?Vessels engaged in trawling instead of normal fishing will indicate the fact by displaying a green light over a white light. This lets us know that there fishing nets extending
from the vessel which will present a hazard to other boats.Sometimes trawlers will work together. This is referred to as pair trawling. Both trawlers will display green lights over white lights. Additionally, they will display different lights to illustrate their activities. These are as shown in the following three illustrations.The final type of fishing vessel
with a unique light display is a Purse Seine fishing vessel. These fisherman drop weighted nets in a circle so as to form a ¢ÃÂÂpurse¢ÃÂÂ. These are then drawn in like a big bag to collect the shoals of fish.In addition to the red over white lights, purse seiners will display to flashing yellow lights. These are installed vertically and flash
alternately.VESSELS ENGAGED IN TOWING AND PUSHINGVessels engaged in towing and whose purpose is to be able to tow will display the lights for a power driven vessel. In addition, they will display a second, white, forward facing masthead light and a yellow stern light. The yellow stern light is placed above the usual white stern light.The
length of the tow is measured from the bow of the towing vessel to the stern of the tow. If this pohs pohs ruo morf elbaliava was sdrac egdelwonk fo tes etelpmoc ruO.EREH gnikcilc yb daolnwod nac uoy taht teehc eerf a ni rehtegot tup was segami ruo lladaolnwod eerf? ♪
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